A concert was given by the Albany High School orchestra on last Wednesday at ten o'clock. The orchestra played several pieces, all of which met with the approval of all Milne students. Mrs. Bailey, director of music in Albany High School, announced the selections and added a few comments. He also pointed out the various instruments in the orchestra. Mr. Bailey added humor to his small intermission talks by having the audience spell 'bassoon', 'double s', and also by telling about certain articles produced in the home economics department (bread and cake). He obviously believed the way to a man's heart was through his stomach.

Miss Yohanna Betz played a lovely solo piece on the violin. Mr. Robert Waterloo demonstrated the French horn.

The Capital District Press Association will hold a conference Saturday, April 24 at Hudson High School. The following people of the Junior staff will go: Estelle Dilg, Edward Langwig, Marianne Adams, Ardelle Cadderdon, Gilbert Dancy, and Jean Torches.

6A ENGLISH CLASS ASSEMBLY

The 6A English class presented a farce entitled "The Worthy Master, Pierre Estelin". The characters were: the judge, Robert Shambarger; Pierre Putalom; Carroll Boyce; Guillenotte; Ruth Van Graasbeck; Guilianne Jucelone; Borden Mills; Aguelot, David Word, and two townswomen, Joan Huntting, Marianne Adams.
I NOMINATE
BY THE OPTIONAL JOURNALIST

The flowers bloom in spring tre- lo, and so do Albany politics. Perhaps you have seen little signs popping up here and there concerning nomination of "so-and-so" for president of Student Council. Senior High is quite far ahead of us in this effect but the Junior High is beginning to buzz with talk about this matter. We have heard through reliable information that the leading nominees will be Carroll Boyce, Norman Andrews, and Donald Jones. Of course there are many other eighth graders who are capable of holding this position.

It is up to you, as well as the Crimson and White, to discover the best nominees and bring to the public their good and bad points. The newspaper will help a lot in selecting the best man. Our articles will be non-partisan and will criticize candidates for fine and poor features in character.

We hope we will be able to aid those who "Don't know the candidates", and show them his or her points of character. The Crimson and White will publish weekly, beginning this week a column entitled, "I Nominate" by a member of the Crimson and White, who will call himself the Optional Journalist. These articles will give this person's view of the candidates, in connection with the students' view. The column is introduced in this week's paper. The writer will remain unknown under demand of the Crimson and White editorial staff.

NOTE:
The Albany High School orchestra was considered very extraordinary by all the Arduino students and teachers. Seldom is such a group of students of their age who could keep time so perfectly. The solo by Miss Batz was labeled as most excellent. She is truly a "Genius of the strings".

I am,
The Optional Journalist

P.S.
I will gratefully receive any letters from business managers or students. Address to:
O. J.:
c/o Editorial Staff
Crimson and White

CONGRATULATIONS:

Conduct at the Junior High Parties has indeed improved. Everybody had a good time either in the games or dancing and when everything was ended the decorations were still up. This was not the case at other parties after which there were complaints.

Another Junior High party will be coming in May and if we make use of the games and dancing as we did this time, everything will be all right.

SEE AND HEAR

Screen: New players grime are starred in "Top of the Town" which came yesterday to the Strand. Fresh from Broadway, which produces some of the best screen stars, is lovely Doris Nolan, also is another new comer, George Murphy, who is rated as a swell dancer. From radio comes Gertrude Neilson whom you probably have heard and recognized as a good interpreter of modern songs. It is a lavish production and does not lack comedy, with that ever popular comedian, Hugh Herbert, who is supported by Mischa Auer and Henry Armetta.

Another stirring picture of the World War is being brought to an Albany theatre. It is "The Woman I Love", starring Marion Hopkins and Paul Muni. This picture also started yesterday, at the Palace.

Radio: Lux Radio Theatre on Monday will have its stars that great favorite, Robert Taylor and Irene Dunne in a revue of their wonderful plays, "My Lady's Last Love".
A BIOGRAPHY OF MISS SMITH

Miss Smith was born in Mayfield, Kentucky. She attended the Louisville Girls' High School, the Randolph-Macon College, and Columbia. Before she came to Milne she taught in Mayfield, Kentucky, but says she likes teaching in Milne much better. Her favorite hobby is horseback riding, her favorite colors are blue and yellow, and her favorite dish is chocolate parfaits.

Next year Miss Smith will leave us for a year's study at the New York University in New York City. She will study about languages.

We wish you good luck, Miss Smith.

STAMP CLUB

Jack Westbrook exhibited his British American collection of Christmas seals, one of which is worth a dollar and a half. Carrol Boice gave a talk on Burma.

AIRPLANE CLUB

The airplane club has decided that they will do something different next week besides flying gliders on the campus.

DO YOU KNOW

How many lockers are in Milne?
How many desks are in room 336?
How many books are in the library?
Bob Clarke went to the Junior High party?

WATCH THE BIRDIES

Mr. Graves, the Milne photographer, snapped pictures of 156 recently. Each pupil in the homeroom will receive one of these group pictures for himself, while two pictures will be enlarged and framed. One of these pictures will be presented to Miss Moore as a gift and the other will be hung in the room.

Due to skin trouble Donald DeNure has been out of school.

The last discussion was entitled "Borrowed Ideas", and included legitimate ways on borrowing ideas and times when one should not.

STUDENTS:

Under demand of several Milne students, I have complied with requests of these certain people to have a contest as was held in the Senior Crimson and White. Please fill out these slips and place in the box on the bulletin board.

Your name is not to be signed. Fill in with names of Junior High School pupils only.

Most popular girl in Milne
Most popular boy in Milne
 Prettiest girl
 Most handsome boy
 Most dazzling girl
 Boldest boy
 Best dressed girl
 Best dressed boy
 Peppiest girl
 Girl who does most for Milne
 Boy who does most for Milne
 Best dancer (girl)
 Best dancer (boy)
 Quietest girl
 Quietest boy
 Best example of Milne girl
 Best example of Milne boy
 Girl with best sense of humor
 Boy with best sense of humor
 Girl with most personality
 Boy with most personality

CRITICS

Best looking critic (woman)
Best looking critic (man)
Best dressed woman critic
Best dressed man critic
Best example of Milne critic
Your favorite critic
Critic with best sense of humor

HOMEWORK NEWS

Smuggling the cabbage patch, Mrs. Wiggs has definitely decided to bring her family to the "Hobby Show" on May 7 to entertain the parents. Mrs. Wiggs has also been speaking with homeroom 126's president, Edward Langwig, on the subject of finding a date on which she will present Asia, Australia, Europe, Jim, and Billy to Milne in an assembly program. It is quite definite that she will be here on a Tuesday as all the Thursdays have been taken.

GIRLS' SPORTS

The following girls are taking lifesaving and doing very well:

Jane Davis, Helen Cooper, Eleanor Harding, Joan Hunting, Laura Anne Lyons, and Ethel Einstein.

The following are taking riding and will be in the horse show on May 22:

Jane Davis, Gifford Lance, Sally Deveroux, Robert Wheelor, Marilyn Pincher, Stanley Swift, Dick Swift, Steven Nivon, and John Allen.

SNABLING THE CABBAGE PATCH, MRS. WIGGS HAS DEFINITELY DECIDED TO BRING HER FAMILY TO THE "HOBBY SHOW" ON MAY 7 TO ENTERTAIN THE PARENTS. MRS. WIGGS HAS ALSO BEEN SPEAKING WITH HOMEROOM 126'S PRESIDENT, EDWARD LANGWIG, ON THE SUBJECT OF FINDING A DATE ON WHICH SHE WILL PRESENT ASIA, AUSTRALIA, EUROPE, JIM, AND BILLY TO MILNE IN AN ASSEMBLY PROGRAM. IT IS QUITE DEFINITE THAT SHE WILL BE HERE ON A TUESDAY AS ALL THE THURSDAYS HAVE BEEN TAKEN.

GIRLS' SPORTS

THE FOLLOWING GIRLS ARE TAKING LIFESAVERING AND DOING VERY WELL:

JANE DAVIS, HELEN COOPER, ELEANOR HARDING, JOAN HUNTING, LAURA ANNE LYONS, AND ETHEL EINSTEIN.

THE FOLLOWING ARE TAKING RIDING AND WILL BE IN THE HORSE SHOW ON MAY 22:

JANE DAVIS, GIFFORD LANCE, SALLY DEVEROUX, ROBERT WHEELOR, MARILYN PINCHER, STANLEY SWIFT, DICK SWIFT, STEVEN NIVON, AND JOHN ALLEN.